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Trimetallic deltahedral Zintl ions [Sn9�m�nGemBin](4�n)�

for n = 1–4 and m = 0–(9 � n): a theoretical survey
with prediction and rationalization of the possible
structures†

Alvaro Muñoz-Castro*a and Slavi C. Sevov*b

The recent discovery of trimetallic deltahedral Zintl ions based on Sn, Ge, and Bi revealed the possibility

to obtain such clusters with a variety of different Sn/Ge/Bi ratios. Although only the dimer

[(BiSn6Ge2)–(Ge2Sn6Bi)]4� was structurally characterized, a number of other nine-atom clusters with

various stoichiometries were detected by electrospray mass spectrometry. The lack of structural data for

the latter persuaded us to use relativistic density functional calculations in order to determine and

rationalize theoretically the most stable structure conformation of each cluster and the positional

preferences for the different atoms in the series [Sn9�m�nGemBin](4�n)� where n = 1–4 and m = 0–(9 � n).

The analysis revealed strong dependence of the cluster geometry on the cluster stoichiometry and

revealed sites with significantly different charge distribution. In addition, we introduce a parameter f

based on certain angles in order to rationalize the obtained structures as monocapped square

antiprisms (C4v), tricapped trigonal prisms (D3h), or intermediates (C2v).

Introduction

The nine-atom deltahedral Zintl ions of group 14 and their
chemistry have experienced renewed interest during the past
decade, mainly due to their unusual reactivity and formation of
novel compounds.1 One of the major discoveries was the
functionalization of the Zintl ions by reactions with organic
halides RX, alkynes RCRCR, and main-group organometallic
halides R3EX for group 14 and R2EX for group 15.1–5 Until very
recently, the maximum number of external substituents at the
clusters was thought to be two. However, it was shown in the
last few months that reactions of Ge9

4� clusters with (Me3Si)3-

SiCl in appropriate solvents result in the tri-substituted
[Ge9{Si(SiMe3)3}3]� monoanion.2d Furthermore, subsequent
reaction of the latter with Ph3SnCl resulted in the tetrasub-
stituted and neutral [Ge9{Si(SiMe3)3}3{SnPh3}]0 (ref. 6) which is
soluble in several nonpolar organic solvents, thus providing

many possibilities for expanding the chemistry of the function-
alized clusters to further explorations.

One way to diversify further this unique and interesting
chemistry observed for homoatomic clusters is to apply it to
analogous and isoelectronic heteroatomic species. The great
potential given by the inherent capabilities to obtain inter-
metallic precursors with various nominal compositions7 by
high-temperature reactions provides almost endless potential
possibilities to vary the stoichiometry of the extracted hetero-
atomic clusters.8,9 In addition, this potential versatility is
supplemented by the heteroatomic clusters’ ability to be function-
alized with various exo-bonded groups.3 Lastly, it has been shown
that, upon heating, homoatomic Ge9 clusters functionalized with
group 15 fragments such as Ph2Sb– and Ph2Bi– exchange Ge-atoms
from the cluster for Sb or Bi from the fragments to also produce
nine-atom heteroatomic clusters and dimers such as [Sb2Ge7]2�,
[(SbGe8)2]4�, and [(BiGe8)2]4�.10 In pursuit of expanding the library
of heterometallic deltahedral Zintl ions, we have carried out similar
extractions of clusters from even more complex precursors, namely
quaternary intermetallics made of K, Sn, Ge, and Bi. We recently
reported the synthesis and structure of the first tri-metallic deltahe-
dral Zintl ions in the dimer [(BiSn6Ge2)–(Ge2Sn6Bi)]4� extracted from
a precursor with a nominal composition ‘‘K4Sn4Ge4Bi’’.11 More
importantly, however, the electrospray mass spectrum (ES-MS) of
the dissolved precursor showed a number of additional nine-atom
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species as well (Fig. 1), some with one and some with two Bi-atoms.
Although they all show as species with a charge of 1� in the
spectrum as typically observed for nine-atom clusters (a result of the
oxidation of the parent polyanion by the cone voltage during the
course of the measurement), they are most likely isoelectronic with
the well known E9

4� clusters for E = Si, Ge, Sn, Pb. The cluster-
bonding electron count of the latter, 2n + 4 = 22 for n = 9, classifies
them as nido-clusters that, ideally, should be monocapped square
antiprisms (msa) with C4v symmetry. In reality, though, they are
known to exhibit inherent fluxional behavior often deviating greatly
from C4v towards distorted tricapped trigonal prismatic (ttp) shape
with pseudo-D3h symmetry and elongated one, two, or all three
prismatic edges parallel to the three-fold axis.11,12 It should be
pointed out that the msa geometry can be viewed as one specific
case of distortion of ttp such that only one edge is elongated
so much that it becomes a diagonal in a open square face
(C4v symmetry). The degree of elongation in the cases of elongated
two and three edges becomes progressively smaller and the corres-
ponding pairs of atoms retain some degrees of interaction (and
connecting lines are often drawn in the structures). The resulting
structures are close to C2v and again D3h symmetry, respectively.

All the above factors make the prediction of the cluster
geometry a difficult task which becomes even more difficult for
the corresponding tri-metallic derivatives. Added to the complexity
in the latter cases are the multiple possibilities for positioning the
constituent elements at the nine vertices. We report here our
results on predicting the conformations of such nine-atom
Sn–Ge–Bi deltahedral Zintl ions containing up to the possible
maximum of four Bi atoms (beyond that the clusters become
cationic and much less likely to exist under the particular
experimental conditions) in order to expand the understanding
of the potential reactivity of such heteroatomic species.

Computational details

Relativistic DFT calculations were carried out in order to
determine the preferred structures and element distributions
of the trimetallic nine-atom clusters [Sn9�m�nGemBin](4�n)� for
n = 1–4 and m = 0–(9 � n). Employed was the ADF 2010.01
code13 with the triple-x Slater basis set plus the double

polarization (STO-TZ2P) basis set in conjunction with the
non-local Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).14 Relativistic
effects were taken into account by ZORA formalism15 using
two-component wavefunctions, including both scalar and
spin–orbit coupling, consistent with our previous studies on
metallic clusters.16 Evaluated initially were all possible arrange-
ments of the constituent elements in the nine-atom clusters for
the different stoichiometries. This was done in the frozen core
approximation with inner shells of [1s2–3d10] for Ge, [1s2–4d10]
for Sn, and [1s2–5d10] for Bi. The convergence criteria were fixed
at 10–5 hartree for the energy and at 10–4 hartree Å�1 for the
energy gradient in the geometry optimization. The nature of
each optimized stationary point on the potential energy surface
(PES) was determined by examining the second derivative of the
energy with respect to the coordinates (Hessian). Then the
low-lying conformations were reoptimized in all-electron basis
sets using a tighter optimization criteria fixed to 10–7 hartree
and 10–6 hartree Å�1 for the energy and energy gradient,
respectively, and to 0.01 degree for angles. The total bonding
energies of the structures discussed here are all obtained at the
former level of theory. Charge distribution calculations were
performed at the scalar relativistic level (scalar/ZORA) by means
of natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis implemented in the
stand-alone NBO5 suite.17

Results and discussion

The ES-MS of the quaternary precursor ‘‘K4Sn4Ge4Bi’’ dissolved
in ethylenediamine (Fig. 1) shows all possible nine-atom clusters
with one Bi-atom and eight Sn/Ge-atoms, i.e. [Sn8�mGemBi]3� for
m = 0–8, as well as a couple of clusters with two Bi-atoms, namely
[Sn6GeBi2]2� and [Sn7Bi2]2�.11 The structurally characterized
dimer [(Sn6Ge2Bi)2]4� is in essence the oxidatively coupled pair
of [Sn6Ge2Bi]3� clusters with a Ge–Ge intercluster bond. The
positioning of the two Ge and one Bi ‘heteroatoms’ in the latter
cluster has already been theoretically evaluated in an imaginary
process of replacing Sn-atoms in a homoatomic [Sn9]4�.11 It was
predicted and experimentally confirmed by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction data that the three heteroatoms cap the three
rectangular faces of a ‘Sn6’ trigonal prism.11 The overall opti-
mized structure of the [Sn6Ge2Bi]3� monomer was found to be
very close to a pseudo-D3h tricapped trigonal prism. The
observed shape of the clusters within the dimer is also very close
to that.

This observed capability of the Sn/Ge clusters to incorporate
one and two bismuth atoms encouraged us to predict and
rationalize the possible structures of the resulting deltahedral
clusters in the isoelectronic series [Sn9�m�nGemBin](4�n)� for
n = 1–4 and m = 0–(9 � n), i.e. all the way up to neutral species
with four bismuth atoms. In order to elucidate the favored
structure for each composition we carried out an extensive
evaluation of the possible structural and positional conformers
by considering all the possible starting points of a nine-vertex
aggregate for the different stoichiometries. The already
mentioned observed fluxionality of the clusters between

Fig. 1 The ES-mass spectrum of an ethylenediamine solution of an intermetallic
precursor with nominal composition ‘‘K4Sn4Ge4Bi’’.11
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idealized C4v and D3h symmetry means that they had to be
considered starting from both msa and ttp conformations.12

In order to rationalize, compare, and classify the resulting
structures as C4v, D3h, or neither, which is typically close to C2v,
we focused on the ratio between certain angles in the cluster
instead on the previously used interatomic distances. The
reason is that the latter depend much more on the sizes of
the atoms, and this makes them less useful when three
different elements are involved. For our classification purposes
we view the cluster initially as a monocapped square antiprism
and use the two angles g and d that each diagonal of the
uncapped square forms with the atom capping the capped
square of the antiprism (Fig. 2). If the two diagonals are
different, then g is the angle that corresponds to the longer
one. We then take the absolute values of the deviations of these
angles from 601 and define f as their ratio, i.e. f = |g � 601|/
|d � 601| with |g � 601| o |d � 601|. Thus, in an ideal tricapped
trigonal prism with D3h symmetry the three capping atoms
form an equilateral triangle with g = 601 and, therefore, f = 0.
On the other hand, in an ideal monocapped square antiprism
with C4v symmetry g = d (o601) and, therefore, f = 1. In our
evaluation of the preferred theoretically derived conformations
we have assigned the corresponding idealized geometry if f for
the calculated conformation does not deviate by more than
20% from f for the idealized geometry, i.e. D3h is assigned for
calculated f = 0–0.2 while C4v is assigned for f = 0.8–1.0. The
structures that fall in between these ranges are all pseudo-C2v

and they have been assigned as such.
The results from the calculations, i.e. the conformational

and positional global minima for [SnmGe9�m�nBin](4�n)�, are
presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3–6, while the corresponding total
bonding energies are provided in the ESI† (Table S1). There are
a few general observations common for all the clusters. First,
the electron-richest element of the three, bismuth, occupies
consistently positions with the lowest possible connectivity
which is four in this case. This has been observed before in
[In4Bi5]3� with a msa geometry where the five bismuth atoms
occupy all available four-connected positions, i.e. the capping

vertex and the four vertices forming the uncapped square face.
According to several theoretical calculations on E9

4� clusters
(E = group 14 element) utilizing a variety of methods, the
four-bonded positions carry higher negative charges than the
five-bonded ones and are, therefore, preferred by electron-
richer elements.18

Another general observation is that germanium prefers capping
positions, i.e. the position capping the square in msa or one of the
three capping positions in ttp (it caps distorted square in the
intermediate C2v). Such positions are also four-connected and, as
already discussed above, carry higher negative charge. Therefore,
when the choice is between Ge and Sn, it is logical to expect that
the slightly more electronegative Ge will take such a position.

The preference for four-connected positions for Bi and Ge
leaves the Sn-atoms to occupy preferentially the five-connected

Fig. 2 Definition of the angles g and d in a nine-atom cluster where always g Z d.

Table 1 Calculated parameters and predicted structures for the most stable
clusters in the series [Sn9�m�nGemBin](4�n)� for n = 1–4 and m = 0–(9 � n)

Composition |g � 601| |d � 601| f Symmetry

[Ge8Bi]3� 1.2 11.5 0.10 BD3h

[SnGe7Bi]3� 3.1 3.1 1.00 C4v

[Sn2Ge6Bi]3� 3.6 7.2 0.50 BC2v

[Sn3Ge5Bi]3� 0.8 16.1 0.05 D3h
[Sn4Ge4Bi]3� 1.5 24.6 0.06 D3h
[Sn5Ge3Bi]3� 0.3 22.9 0.01 D3h

[Sn6Ge2Bi]3� 0.7 10.8 0.06 D3h

[Sn7GeBi]3� 3.8 3.9 0.97 C4v

[Sn8Bi]3� 2.4 10.4 0.23 BD3h

[Ge7Bi2]2� 2.5 6.3 0.40 BC2v
[SnGe6Bi2]2� 2.5 3.5 0.71 BC2v
[Sn2Ge5Bi2]2� 1.6 1.8 0.89 BC4v

[Sn3Ge4Bi2]2� 3.1 6.3 0.49 BC2v

[Sn4Ge3Bi2]2� 4.2 4.2 1.00 C4v

[Sn5Ge2Bi2]2� 4.9 4.7 0.96 C4v

[Sn6Ge1Bi2]2� 5.5 5.6 0.98 C4v

[Sn7Bi2]2� 7.7 7.8 0.99 C4v
[Ge6Bi3]� 2.4 2.5 0.96 C4v

[SnGe5Bi3]� 1.8 3.8 0.47 BC2v

[Sn2Ge4Bi3]� 1.7 2.9 0.59 BC2v

[Sn3Ge3Bi3]� 2.1 3.1 0.68 BC2v

[Sn4Ge2Bi3]� 2.6 3.2 0.81 BC4v

[Sn5GeBi3]� 5.5 5.7 0.96 C4v
[Sn6Bi3]� 0.0 7.0 0.00 D3h
[Ge5Bi4] 1.5 1.6 0.93 C4v

[SnGe4Bi4] 2.3 2.4 0.96 C4v

[Sn2Ge3Bi4] 2.0 4.1 0.49 BC2v

[Sn3Ge2Bi4] 3.4 3.5 0.97 C4v

[Sn4GeBi4] 2.8 2.8 1.00 C4v

[Sn5Bi4] 2.9 5.2 0.58 BC2v

Fig. 3 Global minima structures for [Sn8�mGemBi]3� (m = 0–8).
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positions. This is clearly visible in the first series with one
Bi-atom shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the experimentally
determined structure of [(Sn6Ge2Bi)2]4� confirms exactly the
theoretically predicted geometry and atomic positions for at
least one member of the series. Notice that all six Sn-atoms
occupy 5-connected positions while the two Ge- and one
Bi-atoms take the three 4-connected positions in this slightly
elongated ttp geometry.

The energies of the isomers closest to the global minima
structures were calculated as well (Fig. S3–S6 in ESI†). It is
noticed that these low-energy isomers are only less than
1 kcal mol�1 away from global minima with intermediate f
values and thus pseudo-C2v symmetry. This suggests that these
intermediate geometries have other possible conformations at
accessible energy levels. In addition, three cases with almost
perfectly defined geometries, namely [Sn5Ge3Bi]3� (f = 0.01),
[Sn5Ge2Bi2]2� (f = 0.96), and [Sn4Ge3Bi2]2� (f = 1.00) also have
conformations lying at less than 1 kcal mol�1 above the global

minima. In terms of f values and therefore geometries, all
these low-energy conformations are close to the corresponding
parent global-minima conformations. This suggests that the
observed trends for the latter can be extended and are valid also
for the low-energy conformations lying within 1 kcal mol�1.

In addition to the above analysis of the low-lying conforma-
tions in terms of energy and f values, we also employed the
so-called continuous-shape-measure (CShM) approach19 in order
to further quantify the departure of a given nine-atom deltahedral
Zintl ion from a perfect msa or ttp polyhedron (Table S2 in ESI†).
The calculated deviations agree very well with the corresponding
f values, thus supporting further the assignments of pseudo-C4v

or -D3h geometries as well as the intermediate C2v cases.
By comparing the charge distributions among the atoms of

Ge9
4� and Sn9

4� with the msa or ttp geometry (see ESI†), it is
possible to observe the variation of the electron-rich/-poor sites
when changing the shape of the cluster from msa to ttp. As
discussed above, the msa has five four-connected and four
five-connected positions (correspondingly the open square plus
the capping site on one hand and the capped square on the
other) and, therefore, can readily accommodate five more
electronegative and four less electronegative atoms. In contrast,
the regular ttp geometry, i.e. with no elongated edges along the
three-fold axis, has only three four-connected but six five-
connected positions (the capping and the prismatic positions,
respectively) which makes it more suitable for heteroatomic
clusters with only three atoms of higher electronegativity. Even
with the observed small elongations of one or more of the three
edges along the three-fold axis, the six prismatic positions
remain more or less five-connected. These differences suggest
that, in the case of Sn/Ge/Bi trimetallic clusters, the ttp
structure should be favored for compositions with fewer
Bi-atoms while clusters with more Bi-atoms should prefer the
msa geometry. The computational results presented in Table 1
corroborate this observation as most of the clusters with one
Bi-atom, i.e. [SnmGe8�mBi]3�, are with close to D3h symmetry
while those with 2–4 Bi-atoms are either C4v or with the
intermediate geometry. The structural effect of adding more
germanium to replace tin atoms is not as strong most likely
because the two elements are not that dissimilar in
electronegativity.

Focusing on the Sn-atoms it seems that in all four series they
tend to occupy such positions that would bring maximum
number of Sn–Sn interactions. Here are some examples: (a)
upon going from one to two tin atoms per cluster, the second
tin atom takes a position that is connected to the first one in all
four series, i.e. from [SnGe8�nBin](4�n)� to [Sn2Ge7�nBin](4�n)�;
(b) upon going from [Sn2Ge7�nBin](4�n)� to [Sn3Ge6�nBin](4�n)�,
the three tin atoms form a triangle in the first two series and a
chain in the fourth one; (c) upon going from [Sn3Ge6�nBin](4�n)�

to [Sn4Ge5�nBin](4�n)� the four tin atoms form a square in the
first and fourth series and a chain in the third one. Yet another
pattern is the tendency of the tin atoms to bond to bismuth
atoms. This is clearly visible in the second series where there is
always at least one tin atom bonded to both bismuth atoms. This
is also a very strong trend in the remaining three series.

Fig. 4 Global minima structures for [Sn7�mGemBi2]2� (m = 0–7).

Fig. 5 Global minima structures for [Sn6�mGemBi3]1� (m = 0–6).

Fig. 6 Global minima structures for [Sn6�mGemBi4]0 (m = 0–5).
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Taking a closer look at each series, we see that in the first
one D3h is the preferred geometry (Table 1 and Fig. 3). Notice
how close to this geometry is the calculated ratio f = 0.06 for
the structurally determined cluster [(Sn6Ge2Bi)2]4�. For
comparison, the ratio for the experimentally observed structure
is f = 0.08. Similarly, very close to ideal D3h are the three
compositions preceding the observed one, i.e. [SnmGe8�mBi]3�

for m = 3–5 with f = 0.01–0.06. The two end members [Ge8Bi]3�

and [Sn8Bi]3� can also be described confidently as close to D3h

with f = 0.10 and 0.23, respectively, although slightly more
deviated from it than the previously described four members.
At the same time, the two isomers next to each of the two end
members, i.e. the one with a single Sn-atom and the one with a
single Ge-atom, are with almost perfect C4v symmetry with f =
1.00 and 0.97, respectively. Lastly, [Sn2Ge6Bi]3� provides an
interesting case with f = 0.50 thus being half way between the
two extremes and has overall C2v symmetry.

The inclusion of a second Bi-atom in the trimetallic clusters
(Fig. 4) changes the overall preferred geometry from mostly D3h

to predominantly C4v and the intermediate C2v as suggested by
the range of 0.40–1.00 for the f parameter (Table 1). In the
entire series, the two Bi-atoms take two diagonally opposed
vertices in the open pseudo square face, specifically those at the
shorter diagonal which corresponds to the d angle. It should be
pointed out that our predicted bismuth positions and C4v

geometry for the [Sn7Bi2]2� end member of this series are in
excellent agreement with the previously reported results based
on DFT BP86/def2-TZVP level calculations.19 Furthermore, the
two calculations agree also on the closest-lying isomer, calculated
to be with a Bi–Bi bond, retaining the C4v geometry (f = 0.99), and
at about 4.54 kcal mol�1 above the minimum (4.39 kcal mol�1

reported before,20 ESI†).
The series with three Bi-atoms exhibits an interesting

continuous variation of the cluster shapes. Excluding the two
end members, the shape indicator f increases gradually from
0.47 to 0.96 upon replacing more Ge- with Sn-atoms (Table 1 and
Fig. 5). This means that the clusters go from very highly distorted
to almost perfect C4v shape. The shapes of the two end members,
on the other hand, are exactly opposite to this trend, namely C4v

for [Ge6Bi3]� which is next to the most C2v-distorted [SnGe5Bi3]�

and D3h for [Sn6Bi3]� which is next to [Sn6GeBi3]� with almost
perfect C4v symmetry. Notice that the Sn/Bi end member is
the only member of the series without Bi–Bi interactions in a
Bi–Bi–Bi fragment, although the isomer with such a fragment is
fairly close to C4v (f = 0.81) and is energetically the closest to the
minimized shape at about 3.02 kcal mol�1 (ESI†). One possible
reason for the diametrically different shapes of the two end
members might be the larger electronegativity difference for the
Sn/Bi pair compared to the Ge/Bi pair and the resulting greater
difference in preferences for positions with different connectivity.
Another possible reason might be the order of preferred inter-
actions for the Bi-atoms which might be Bi–Bi > Bi–Sn > Bi–Ge
which would explain the existence of the Bi–Bi–Bi fragment in all
but the Sn/Bi end member.

These same reasons are perhaps responsible for a similar
observation in the series with four Bi-atoms (Fig. 6 and Table 1)

where all but the Sn/Bi end member exhibit a square of Bi-atoms,
although the isomer with a Bi-square for the latter is fairly close
in energy at only 0.45 kcal mol�1 from the minimum. Notice that
the positions taken by the Sn-atoms in the gradual replacement
of Ge-atoms are always five-connected (electronegativity
differences) and are the closest to the Bi-atoms (preferred
Bi–Sn vs. Bi–Ge interactions). Geometry-wise, the only two mem-
bers deviating greatly from C4v are the Sn/Bi end member and
[Sn2Ge3Bi4], both with distorted C2v symmetry.

Lastly, we also carried out natural charge analysis on every
other member of the series with one bismuth atom, i.e.
[Sn8�mGemBi]3� for m = 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8, in order to gain insight
into the charge distribution of what seems to be the most stable
clusters according to the mass spectrum. The analysis reveals, as
somewhat expected and already briefly discussed, that the charge
is concentrated at the four-connected sites (Fig. 7). Viewing the
clusters approximately as tricapped trigonal prisms, these sites are
the capping positions. In that respect, the charge distribution can
be rationalized as the central trigonal prism donating charge
towards the capping positions. Also, it seems that the four-
connected sites with the highest charge are the most active in
external interactions judging from the typical positions of
exo-bonded groups in the homoatomic Ge9-clusters and the inter-
cluster bond in the observed dimer of [(Sn6Ge2Bi)2]4�.11

Summary

All possible structures for the series of Sn/Ge/Bi trimetallic
nine-vertex deltahedral clusters with 1–4 bismuth atoms and 40
valence electrons were evaluated and global minima were
determined in each potential-energy-surface. It is important
to point out that the structure predicted for [Sn6Ge2Bi]3� using
this approach is in excellent agreement with the experimentally
characterized species ([(Sn6Ge2Bi)2]4�). The obtained structures
were categorized as C4v, D3h, or intermediate C2v based on the
ratio f between the angles that the two diagonals of the most
open square-like face form with the farthest atom. The trends
in preferred structures and positional preferences for the three
different elements were rationalized.
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Fig. 7 Natural charge analysis for [Sn8�mGemBi]3� for m = 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 with
arrows denoting the highest charge concentrations in each cluster. Values denote
the nuclear charge (Z) minus the total electron population on each nucleus.
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